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Scuttlebutt—Steve Hutchens
THINK AGM! OECC‘s AGM is an annual opportunity for members from our
Branches to come together to celebrate our
enthusiasm for English cars. This year the
AGM will be hosted by the Comox Valley
Branch in Comox on August 13, 14, and
15,and what a great celebration this is going
to be. There‘s truly something in it for everyone:

THE BRANCHES:
SOUTH ISLAND: ratkins@shaw.ca
CENTRAL ISLAND: :geoff001@telus.net
COMOX VALLEY: yhiggs@telus.net
HIGH COUNTRY: havenhurst@shaw.ca
NORTHERN INTERIOR: diver@pgonline.com
VANCOUVER COAST: kenmiles@shaw.ca

COST: Members of the Comox Valley
Branch have made this great AGM one of
the least expensive. The BBQ is only $10/
person and the car show is only $10 (with a
bottle of wine). Motels start at only $70.
JOIN US! Add up the costs for the three
days and you‘ll see that this is going to be a
special celebration that you‘ll enjoy without
breaking the bank. See oecc.ca our for registration information. I hope to see you there!

► Driving events on scenic roads

From the Editor

► A Car Show in a beautiful park

SPECIALS - This edition of the Spanner is
dedicated to specials which are an important
part of our motoring hobby and heritage.
There are sports specials for the road and
racing specials for the track as well as others
done to a personal taste. In North America
these one offs usually built by the owner are
referred to as rods and customs.

► Great food is a delightful setting
► Opportunities for socialization
DRIVING: The AGM starts late Friday morning with a scenic drive to Campbell River on
great roads. Along the way we‘ll have lunch
that you‘re sure to enjoy. Saturday afternoon
there is an Eye Spy Run that promises to be
fun.
CAR SHOW: Sunday there is a really great
car show at Filberg Park where you will see
lots of English cars in a beautiful setting. This
event draws well beyond the membership of
OECC, so you‘re sure to see cars that you
seldom have seen. Registration is only $10
and every registrant gets a bottle of wine.
You absolutely can‘t beat that!
GREAT FOOD: The highlight of the culinary
experience will be the BBQ at Frank DeCarlo‘s on Saturday afternoon after the AGM
meeting. If you haven‘t been to one of these,
you‘re missing something special. This is far
from just throwing burgers on the grill!
SOCIALIZATION: There will be opportunities throughout the weekend to socialize with
English car enthusiasts from several
branches. In fact, there probably isn‘t a better opportunity this year than you‘ll find in
Comox during the AGM.

Some of these creations are put together just
to have fun so they might be a little quick and
crude in construction. There are others which
are truly works of art and engineering. Some
of these have more time invested in thought
and planning than actual construction. There
are good examples of racing specials in
which the owner, builder continued producing more competitive cars until a company
was formed and a famous name was born.
Colin Chapman of Lotus is a prime example.
Specials are an important part of the BC
scene and many have raced on our long
gone tracks. Tom Johnstone, a builder of
some fine Formula Atlantic cars in the eighties put a book together which details as
many of the racing specials built in Western
Canada he could find and research. These
were built primarily in the fifties and he has
close to 200 listed.
In this issue you will see some first class
examples, a few of which were built by our

own members. I am currently restoring a
racing special which was put together in the
early fifties and raced at Abbotsford Airport.
It is based on a 1936 Morris 8 and the result
looks somewhat like an MGTC with cycle
fenders, powered by a Wolseley 8 engine. It
is a smart looking little unit and I hope to
have it on the road next year.

Puddle Jumpers
Do you remember that nickname for small
British sedans? A friend reminded me about
this and it sounds like a local name for the
little under powered sedans of the early fifties. This was after I had shown him the
pictures of the Somersets being tossed off
the barge.
Another of our members, Ken Morton reminded me about back in 1972 when the
Jag/MG club had a tour of the BMC warehouse for Western Canada (by that time
changed to British Leyland) we saw two
large pallets loaded with new Austin A40
parts. Somebody asked the question where
they were going to be shipped to? We were
told they were going to be taken out and
dumped in the Strait of Georgia.
Member Bruce Smith told me that his father
worked at Fred Deeley‘s when the Somersets were disposed of. He remembers his
father telling about this and how it caused
quite a commotion at work.
The Austin A40‘s with their 1200 OHV engines were pretty good cars unless you over
stressed them. You could comfortably do
long distance travelling in them. There were
much more feeble British cars in the early
fifties powered by smaller flat head engines. I
am sure quite a few of those have visited
Davey Jone‘s locker.

The Restoration Fair
April 25—Saanich Historical Society Museum
Hosted by OECC, South Island Branch

North Island Branch—Comox
Our 2010 actually started in 2009, at our
Christmas Banquet. It is when we collect
2010 dues! We had a great turn out , to such
a point we had to find an additional table with
6 more chairs making the total number attending 50. Christmas presents were drawn
and a video of our years activities ended the
night, with every one being enthused about
next year and the AGM.
January‘s meeting was a full house with
Linda Grundy giving us a talk on how to clean
and look after leather upholstery especially
Tonneau covers, and when she said ―just put
them in the washing machine with some gentle soap‖ there was a gasp from the room.
She went on to give us a demo of what she
had done on her Midget and how the tonneau
cover looked like new, ( ps. She is an expert
in leather and vinyl, she runs her own business). February, we had a great turn out of
our members who enjoyed two representatives who gave us a talk on Fasteners,
Threads, Nuts, Bolts and the different grades
and where to use them. Then again March‘s
meeting was a packed house to such an
extent members were practically sitting on
one another‘s laps. This month we had a
Tire guy talking about tires, sizes, ratings,
codes, tread patterns, age and how to inspect
what we are running. Our meeting place
supplied through the kindness of the Elks
Club has worked out very well; anyone wishing to come to our meeting if you are in the
area is welcome.
We are in the groove getting ready for the the
AGM in August, we had a club activity Friday morning to bottle 150 bottles of wine and
we have them in dark, cool place, where
spiders and cob webs gather to age the bottles and by August they will be Vintage
Wines. These will be given out as the entrants leave the Filberg All British Car show
on Sunday August 15.
We have held a Committee meeting to plan
out the AGM weekend trying to make it an
interesting and worthwhile event. Checking
with the local Hotel and Motels they have
given us a great price and along with the
entry fee to the AGM and the Filberg car
show we are trying to have a great weekend
that should work out to be a very fun, rewarding and inexpensive weekend.
2010 AGM: to be held in the Comox Valley
14th of August and the events leading up to
the Meeting will be:
Friday August 13: for those who come early
there will be a tour up to Campbell River to
see the interest spots with a lunch available

North Island Branch— Comox
at a unique pub called ―Freddies‖.
Saturday August 14th starting at 1:30 there
will be a tour the Comox Valley with a little
quiz attached to the route ending in time for
the General Meeting.
Saturday August 14th AGM to held at Frank
DeCarlo‘s place 37 Salisbury Rd. Courtenay,
starting at 4:00 pm.
Saturday August 14th BBQ starting at
6:00pm. This will be our Meet and Greet with
BYOB. There will be a hot choices and cold
plates along with salads and dessert, coffee
and tea will be available. The price for the
BBQ IS $10 PP.
Sunday August 15th is our ―All British Car and
Bike Show at the Filberg.
FILBERG is our annual ―All British Car Show‖
which includes British Motor Bikes. We have
been gradually increasing the entries and
now people can come and picnic, sit under
the trees and enjoy people watching, who are
watching the cars.

and we hope it will be our best, The Filberg
Park and Gardens are located in the township of Comox and the waterfront historic
building and the tea shop on the lower
grounds and the great display of our British
cars on the upper field make this a must see
event.

This year will be our 7th year at the Filberg,

Central Island Branch
And a Jolly good day to all.
Since I last wrote for the magazine about 3
months have passed. The doldrums of the
seasons for all us English car buffs are finally
over.
The winter seems to have treated our members well. We have 84 members at this time,
about the same as this time last year, but,
Mike Bull, our membership "guy" assures me
that we will have 105-110 members before the
end of the year. Tthat would give us about the
same membership as last year. Not a bad
outlook at all.
The runs this year started out with the
"Polar Bear Run" in January, wagon master
Malcolm & Janet Hargrave. Great enthusiasm
for this run. Sure to be run again next January.
The run in March took us all the way to
Victoria via the ferry from Mill Bay, wagon
master Geoff & Candy Francis. We toured to
Mill Bay, then over by ferry to the Saanich
peninsula, which we toured before lunch.
Then away we go again, heading for the Malahat, but just a moment, we took a detour and
went through the Highlands first. A very
twisted road, lots of fun to drive; then off we
go over the Malahat, through Duncan, stopping for coffee before heading home. Just a
fun run.
The first run in April was wagon mastered
by Joyce and Norm Hall. We travelled around
Coombs/Errington and onto little Qualicum

Falls. We had a brief stop, and everyone had
a chance to look at a spectacular sight. We
then continued on to a members house, Steve
and Barbara Harris. He has a collection of
antique English cars. We spent about 2 hors
rubber-necking. A really nice collection of very
interesting cars.
If you want to read all the details of our
runs, please go to our site: OECC Nanaimo.
Our next run is the Bunny hop Run; to be
held April 18 and takes us around South
Nanaimo and environs; wagon mastered by
Dave and Linda Harris.
It looks like 5 good months of touring! Hurrah!!
Norman Hall—Chairman of Central Island
Branch—April 14, 2010

August 15th Sunday from 8:30am to 2:30 at
which time prizes will be given out, the entry
fee will be $10.00 and as you leave a Vintage
bottle of wine will be given out, to take home
and remember the day, you could go home
with a prize too!

South Island Branch
January: Whitehall Rowing & Sail Factory
Tour
The team of Tom Rivers and Glen Fraser,
with spouses Cheryl and Loretta, organized a
nautically themed outing for the start of 2010,
with a visit to the Whitehall Rowing and Sail
boat factory in Esquimalt. As we were to
learn, the company produces high end rowing
and sail boats which are sold all over the
world.
A short drive from the afternoon‘s starting
point at Kinsmen Gorge Park brought us to
Whitehall‘s premises. The factory was spotlessly clean and well lit.
Andrea Guyon, the International Sales and
Marketing representative of Whitehall, took
us on a very complete tour of the facility.
Andrea, who began work at Whitehall on the
production line, proved to be a very knowledgeable and enthusiastic guide.
Andrea explained that two types of boats are
made; fibreglass with teak trim, and thermoformed co-polymer models, in sizes from 9 to
17 feet.
The fibreglass models are made entirely on
site (though the bronze fittings are cast at a
local foundry and then finished at Whitehall).
The co-polymer hulls are formed at a specialized facility on the lower mainland, but assembled and fitted out in Esquimalt.
The teak trim is harvested from sustainable
forests and is of the highest quality. A key
selling point of the boats is their performance,
either rowed or under sail. Small outboard
motors can also be fitted.
While not inexpensive, the boats are, in the
words of Whitehall ―lifelong assets for personal and family pleasure that are built to last
for generations‖. More than one of the group
seemed keen to add one of the vessels to
their family‘s assets, and indeed a Minto
Rowing Dingy would look just right behind a
certain Mini Estate.
However, it appeared no sales were made
that afternoon and after expressing our
thanks to Andrea (and presenting her with the
famous OECC mug) we departed for refresh-

ments.
In keeping with tradition, Glen had devised a
nautical quiz to occupy participants on the
run to the Cordova Bay area. At the conclusion of the run (at Bill Mattick‘s Restaurant),
Jim and Pauline were determined to be the
quiz winners and appropriately enough, received a bottle of rum in recognition. Second
place went to the Parkers, the prize being a
Navy mug. For third place, the Editorial team
were presented with a package of Lifesavers.
Our thanks to the Rivers and Fraser clans for
organizing a great start to our 2010 Sunday
Drives.
February: Bob’s Afternoon Adventure

Longtime club members will remember the
Tibbo‘s famous Canada Day parties, where
some rather odd (and exciting) activities took
place. Garden tractor races (in a steeply
sloped back garden) were a particularly
amusing feature. So when the Tibbo family
were asked to organize the February Sunday
Run, lots of fun was guaranteed. And nearly
as important, Bob arranged perfect weather
for the day.
No fewer than 17 teams left the starting point
at Island View Beach, after having accomplished their first task of the afternoon. This
was to find a piece of driftwood from which to
make a hood ornament. A short drive, via the
scenic route, brought participants to the Heri-

tage Acres parking lot, where the first driving
challenges awaited.
Test number one, a warm-up for what was to
come, was to drive through a slalom course,
perform two parking tasks and then drive in
reverse through the slalom. The traffic cones
marking the course were seen to take a beating from some cars, mainly in the reversing
part of the course.
Following this test, (and appropriately in view
of the upcoming Olympic hockey tournament), the next objective was to score a goal
by knocking a large beach ball through a pair
of goal posts, using the front bumper of one‘s
vehicle. Unfortunately, this challenge was cut
short when only the second competitor (who
shall remain unidentified by name) drove his
vehicle over the ball, causing it (the ball) to explode with some force. So ended that test.
As advertised in advance of the event, there was
an option for those wishing to try a different driving experience by piloting an unfamiliar vehicle.
Much to the organizer‘s surprise, nearly everyone elected to sample the delights (!) of slipping
behind the wheel the Tibbos‘ Standard Vanguard
and the editorial Commer Superpoise.
And to add to the challenge, the Vanguard test
involved driving the slalom course with a set of
teacups and a teapot balanced on the bonnet.
Quite amazingly, everyone completed the course
without breaking the crockery, though some
proceeded at an even more glacial pace than
others.
The Commer test was simpler, to preclude
changing gears (and thus adding to the solids
content of the gearbox oil), and simply involved
starting and stopping on a designated mark,
which of course was not visible from the driver‘s
seat. Drivers then needed to reverse to the starting point.
The final driving test was a circuit of the parking
lot with the passenger holding a spoon containing an egg out of the passenger side window.
Once again this was accomplished by most,
though some appeared to forget that it was a
timed event to be completed before the sun went

down.
While the driving tests were going on, teams
were invited to embellish their bits of wood from
the beach with various felt markers and shiny
trim bits provided by the organizers. Much imagination was involved, as can be seen in the accompanying photos.
The afternoon concluded at Mary‘s Bleue Moon
Cafe, where some two dozen members were
served very efficiently with food and drink. Bob
and Wendy, meanwhile tabulated the scores and
then presented prizes. Winner of the Teacup
Challenge were the Brodies, while the Jim Morrison/Glen Fraser combination won the egg and
spoon race. The Commer Challenge victor was
Trevor Parker and people‘s choice for the best
hood ornament went to Paul Tibbo and companion Rena.
Many thanks to the Tibbo family for organizing a
fun-filled afternoon; perhaps it will become an
annual event!
March: Signs of Spring Sunday Drive
Another good turnout of members took up
Susan Jones‘ invitation to look for ‗Signs of
Spring‘ on March 21. Assisted by Kathleen
Trayner, Susan had planned what turned out
indeed to be a relaxing run, with one exception, for the March Sunday drive. That exception proved to be the search for a landmark
that stumped nearly everyone.
Notable among the cars appearing on the run
was the convertible Ford Consul of the Gill
family and Cheryl Rivers‘ new Jaguar, formerly owned by Don Stevens.
In addition to the route directions, which required keen powers of observation, a second
set of pages was handed out. This was a
general knowledge test, centering on Spring.
Did you know that ‗spring fever‘ is a real
physical condition? Or how long after a
chicken lays an egg it hatches (21 days)?
Participants considered these questions as
they ventured down to Esquimalt Lagoon,
then along Metchosin Road to Duke Point.
From there the route continued via small
lanes to Happy Valley Road, Lindholm and

Kangaroo. At this point the instructions called
for a stop at an historic marker. After stops,
starts and head-scratching, the teams carried
on, via Rocky Point Road to the next point of
interest, the Poplars on Lombardy. From
there it was an easy run to the Four Mile Pub.
One last chance for bonus points was the
opportunity to compose a Haiku incorporating
the name of one‘s vehicle, and a ‗spring‘
word. Results were varied, some having no
idea what a Haiku was, while the more literate did quite well.
Refreshments were enjoyed while Susan and
Kathleen tabulated the results. The Barries
were awarded third place, the Atkins second
and Al and Sue Gunnarson finished first.
Natives of Metchosin, the Gunnarsons were
able to identify the mysterious historic
marker, which in fact was a either a trick
question or an organizer‘s mistake, as it did
not appear on the route. The Gunnarsons
also did well with their poem:
―In the spring it rains So kinda fonda Honda
Cause my Spitfire leaks.‖
Other poetic endeavours appear below.
Our thanks to Susan and Kathleen for the
time and effort they spent in organizing our
March Sunday Drive. It was an enjoyable
afternoon out in the search for the signs of
spring.

Vancouver Coast Branch
Starting Off the Decade in the Vancouver
Coast Branch
Les Foster
A new decade began for our Branch with our
first meeting of 2010 on January 5th. One of
our favourite venues, the B.C. Society of
Model Engineers Burnaby Central Railway
clubhouse in Confederation Park, hosted us.
Branch Treasurer, Colin Crabbe, presented a
very interesting slide show of his experiences
in the Restoration Program at the famous
Reynolds-Alberta Museum at Wetaskiwin.
February 2nd was a purely social gathering at
Sharkey's Seafood Bar and Grille at the gov-

Valentine‘s Day at the Riefel Bird Sanctuary:
David Austin says: Get these ducks away from
me—I can‘t move!

ernment wharf in Ladner. Also a very popular
meeting place for our Branch, Sharkey‘s has
proven to be a place that offers great service
for our large group, the ability to respond
flexibly to our needs, easy access and parking and tasty food and fine beverages all set
in an interesting, comfortable and scenic
setting. It was an enjoyably-unstructured
evening where we were free to mix and mingle and catch up on each other‘s news.
February 14th was a very special day for both
the Vancouver Coast Branch and the Morgan
Owners Group Northwest. Both groups gathered together to honour the memory of their
late member, Liz Blake. Organized by Lorna
Hoare and Win Muehling, the Liz Blake Memorial Valentines Day Run saw twenty-five
cars drive from Annacis Island to the George
C. Reifel Migratory Bird Sanctuary on beautiful Westham Island in Ladner. The route was
scenic following the Fraser River most of the
way. Many members enjoyed the trails of the
Sanctuary.
The return trip ended at
Sharkey‘s again and the staff there rose to
the occasion by accommodating the unexpectedly large group with aplomb. It was a
great way to celebrate the life of a member
who will be sorely missed.
March 2nd was our AGM at the Old Spaghetti
Factory in New Westminster. Fueled by beer
and pasta (how this would help our federal
and provincial contests!), the membership
went on to select some new bodies to fill club
positions. Longtime Secretary, Dennis Nelson, stepped down in favour of Bill Aroe. I
really think we should have presented Dennis
with a pen and notebook in his retirement as I Above: Fort Langley Run—Austin J40 pedal car
believe he has never owned either. Steve was the smallest vehicle there. Bottom is Steve
Diggins will concentrate on his excellent work Hutchens new Mini with a crowd looking on
with the Spanner and our very capable Lorna
The Liz Blake Memorial Run on Valentine‘s Day

Vancouver Coast Branch / Central Island Branch
Hoare will take over both Meetings and
Events. David Austin will apply his creative
computer skills as our new VCB Webmaster.
It was a fun evening with lots of laughter
punctuating our more serious business. We
should be set for a great year to come!
March 5th was the first VCB Garage Tour of
the year. Turnout was light which was a pity
as both hosts offered very interesting collections to view. Richard Taylor‘s place was first
on the agenda and he showed off his ongoing
restoration of his MG-TC and his project XKApril Meeting at Shureblast in Coquitlam
120, both of which he has owned for many
years. Next, Steve Diggins‘ cavernous ga- ―Colin Chapman was known as the Great
rage which housed a big K-Series Austin Innovator for what?‖ with ―Monty Python‘s
lorry, various Austin cars and bits thereof and Flying Circus‖.
his basement shop which sported Austin 7 While some of Colin‘s designs may have
projects and a Somerset convertible under been radical, confusing him with Graham was
restoration. Outside was his rare Morris J- definitely over-the-top! Special Mention went
van. Both venues were full of unexpected to that clown Bruce Smith, for the only trailand fascinating items! Afterwards the group ered entry- his Austin J 40 pedal car.
made there way to the pub at Burnaby Golf April 25th took at least nine VCB members to
Course for a nice get-together.
the South Island Branch‘s 5th Annual RestoApril 6th was our monthly meeting, this time at ration Fair and Swap Meet at Heritage Acres
Sure-Blast Ltd. on Broadway Street in Port in Saanich. Carrying the crew under sunny
Coquitlam. Ron and Susi Fraser, the owners, skies were an Austin A95, an MGB-GT, a
were our hosts. Sure-Blast has DIY blasting Land-Rover and a Thames E83W pickup. As
cabinets for garnet, glass, and plastic media always, it was an awesome event which proin their spacious and very neatly-kept shop. vided something for everyone.
Modern and efficient dust collection and media recovery systems are utilized. At the rear
of the building is a large converted paint
booth in which Ron or his helpers can blast
very large items. This booth will soon be
further modified to accept large trucks. The
Ron and Susi Fraser—our hosts at Sureblast in
various merits of media- garnet for rust reCoquitlam
moval, glass for polishing and plastic for noheat paint removal were discussed. Twentyfive members attended what was a very informative evening and all received Sure-Blast Steve Diggins, Steve Hutchens, and Barney
The Old Sparks Award presented to the
discount cards.
Vinegar at the May Meeting at Barney Vinegar Hoares for the Langley Run—it‘s the car that
April 8th marked Steve Diggins‘ annual Ft. Collection in Richmond.
was the oldest!
Langley Run. Owing to last year‘s sparse
turn-out (and possibly a certain lack of confidence in the memory of those attendees),
Steve felt he could recycle the rally route and
questions. Perhaps it was no surprise, then,
that no one got hopelessly lost and all cars
finished. It was a great run along country
roads in good weather with the finish at the
Fort Pub. It was there that the winners (and
losers) were announced. Steve Hutchens
and Celia Olbrecht were the winners with the
most correctly-answered questions to their
credit. The Old Sparks Award went to the
Hoares for their 1953 MG-TD. The Fawlty
Towers Award went deservedly to Steve
Morris who apparently mixed-up his Chapmans. He answered the question

Peter Lee’s MG Special
The idea of building a special has been with me
for many years;. My first effort was eventually
thrown away by my grandmother when she got
fed up with having a pile of junk outside her
back door, mind you that was in 1957, I‘m almost over it now.
So when a good friend offered me a 1948 MG
‗Y‘ chassis then threw in a radiator shell to seal
the deal I couldn‘t refuse. That was a good ten
years ago, since then I have been collecting
parts to build a complete car. One of the most
often asked questions of me is ‗Why did you
build a car that looks so old?‘ The answer is
simple, I love cars from the late 20‘s to the late
30‘s. Particularly the narrow bodied sports cars
with cycle wings, to my eye they have an elegance and simplicity that few all enveloping
streamliners can match. I was taught to drive in
my uncles Singer Le Mans and my first MG was
a ‗P‘ type. At present I own an MG ‗A‘ but I do
miss these old cars. This is why my Y special
finished this year looks like a mid thirties car.
The Y chassis is a box section frame with a
heavy front cross member to carry the independent front suspension followed by three
lighter tubular cross members. The last one
continuing through the sides of the frame to
carry the rear spring shackles. So the first task
was to assemble the front suspension, and then
decide what engine and transmission I was
going to use and where it was going to be
placed in the frame.
I had a complete MG B front suspension, the
inner lower ‗A‘ arms bolted in to place using the
original mounting holes from 1948. The suspension was virtually unchanged on MG until it
ceased production. The Shock absorbers used
a different stud pattern, so filling in and re drilling was required. The ‗Y‘ steering rack had
narrower mounting points so they were removed
and widened to accommodate an MG B rack.
The original ‗Y‘ was powered by a 1250cc xpag
engine mounted right on top of the front cross
member, this meant the radiator was very much
forward of the front wheels. This was not the
image I wanted for the special, for aesthetic
reasons I wanted the radiator to be on wheel
centers, which meant mounting the engine
much further back in the frame. At the same
time I was demanding a different balance for the
car, a four seat body would not be counter balancing a forward mounted engine. So the radiator was mounted at wheel centers, then an
1800cc MG B engine and gearbox suspended in
the frame with enough clearance for the cooling
fan. I used the MG B gearbox cross member
bolted to new brackets welded on to the chassis. This meant one of the original cross members had to be re configured to pass underneath
the gearbox. I could have left it off but I didn‘t
want to risk any chassis distortion, the B engine

was going to produce more power than the
XPAG unit ever could and there was no body
mounted on the top to assist rigidity.
The B rear axle needed the spring saddles re
positioning to suit the spring centers, although
because of the Y having narrow leaf springs a
panhard rod was originally fitted. With the under
slung chassis came the problem of me wanting
tubular shock absorbers, I gladly retained the
panhard rod for the advantage of keeping
things well aligned. With new shock towers
fabricated they were welded onto the chassis to
triangulate and stiffen the roll bar extending out
of the body. I shortened the drive shaft by about
eight inches.
Because the chassis was rigid and not subjected to the twisting of a channel section unit
such as a Morgan or MG TC, I took advantage
of being able to make a rigid body as apposed
to an Ash framed one that needs to flex. A
frame of ¾ square section tube was welded up
with one inch flat over the wheel arches. The
door frames were made with tube and 18
gauge sheet for hinge points. At this time I
opted for a little more safety and welded in a
2inch tubular hoop to the chassis that would
stop the body de forming in case of a roll, the
cowl would also bolt to it and help rigidity. Using 22 gauge satin coat sheet steel I then
formed the body tub panels and welded them
on.
Many of the pre-war MG‘s had a free standing
firewall between the driver and engine compartment, this was a feature I wanted to retain, it
would make maintenance on the finished vehicle easier as all the plumbing and wiring was
very accessible. The only snag was using of an
MG B pedal box, positioned in the required
place it virtually hung in mid air, brackets between the cowl and firewall solved the problem
and one more strut between the firewall and the
chassis further forward triangulated the whole
item. The B brake master cylinder was a split
front/rear system that was quite desirable, not
to mention the clutch and accelerator pedal
were also contained in one unit.
I wanted the bonnet in aluminum in an attempt
to save some weight, but to continue with the
‗old‘ theme I thought a double line of rivets
securing the centre hinge would look good, a
good friend with experience in aircraft construction helped me there. Another good friend
helped me with the louvers on the bonnet sides.
After a morning on our knees using the end of
his bench as a press, devout was not a word
we used. The curve on the bonnet tops was
eventually achieved using a fence post and a
length of plastic sewer pipe, some very basic
engineering won out over any high-tech solutions.
Tubes and brackets were made up to carry the
front wings and headlamps. The rear wings

were trailer fenders, but narrowed and boxed at
the rear along with an aesthetic ‗flair‘ to continue the theme. The baffled fuel tank with a
two gallon reserve was built with ‗stone guards‘
on each side, again, for that old look.
Finally I have to say that one of the reasons for
building a special is to drive it as well as look at

it. The power to weight ratio is very good, even
if the MG B unit is low in power by today‘s standards, the torque is great. Handling is good but
an ongoing challenge, I deliberately left off the
front sway bar until I experienced the handling,
now I know it needs one. That makes just one
more item to add to the list of winter projects.

1949 Austin Dorset/Miata
Few road going specials have had as much
thought, planning and work put into them as the
one you see here. It looks very stock doesn‘t it?
Well that is the idea but underneath is all
Mazda Miata drive train, suspension steering,
brakes and electronics.
This car was put together by Vancouver Coast
Branch member Pat Jones for well known shoe
producer John Fluevog. This car has been in
his family for a very long time and was previously owned by his father. It is a very rare version of the Austin A40, a two door Dorset. The
Dorsets were only produced for a couple of
years and were a poor seller for the simple fact
that for a few more dollars you could get two
more doors. The four door Devon was a huge
sales success as this is what young families
needed.
The aspect of having this car look stock is only
one part of a greater challenge. What you see
here is probably one of the best examples of a
―nut and bolt modification‖ ever done. A ―nut
and bolt modification‖ is something that can be
returned to original if desired. All those Miata
parts have been combined with a donor A40
chassis modified to suit. The original chassis
with drive train has been put to one side. This
car now has two chassis and the body can be
placed on either one.
In these pictures you will see how it was all
done. The pictures show the trial fitting of Miata
chassis components to the donor A40 chassis.
The Miata has a primary structure bolted at one

Austin Dorset / Miata
end to the engine and the other end to the
rear suspension which appears to be a combination of a torque tube and the X frame of a
Lotus Elan. So, you always thought the Miata
looked like a Lotus Elan, well underneath it
does too.
Even though the A40 and Miata Chassis are
similar in size it was quite a challenge to get
everything to fit. As you can see Pat managed
to do it including the electronics. The dash
board has the original guage cluster removed
and a Miata one put in but it has also been
done in a way that can easily be returned to
stock.
This is one very good looking little Austin with
a serious ―zoom, zoom‖ factor. Pat Jones did
a remarkable job of this. There are too many
details of the build to list here including the
remote door locks. So if you see it at a show
have a close look.

Mudders
Mudders, what happened to some of our rules.
old British cars.
Thirty-eight competitors paid a dollar each to
A reprint from a 1960 report in Road and Track.
enter this mud run. There wa no charge for
spectators. Each driver drew a number from a
The newly formed Columbian Auto Sport Club hat, and the cars were then divided into five
of Vancouver, BC held a very successful auto- groups by number.
cross on January 31. Autocrosses, otherwise Section I, known as Big Torque, started with a
known as mud runs are races against the winding run downhill. At the bottom the cars
clock over the worst roads that can be found. had to be driven into a ―garage‖ marked by
They are patterned after English trials and rubber pylons, turned around and backed into
include some quite stern maneuverability the ―garage‖ again, then out and up the hill to
tests.
the start-finish line. Bill Thompson of the
This particular event, which was held in a Chuckanut (Wash.) SCC scored least points
municipal gravel pit, consisted of five timed in his VW.
sections. The aim was to score the lowest Section II, Slalom, included another ―garage‖
possible number of points. One point was a roundabout and a slalom through pylons,
scored for each second taken on the runs and which was to be taken both forward and back10 points for each marker or pylon touched. ward. A Porsche driven by Pat Roach won this
On the fierce uphill sections, 50 points were section.
deducted for reaching the top of the hill and Black Hole was the name given to Section III
proportionately less points were deducted for and a black hole it was; four days‘ solid rain
reaching various markers along the slope
had turned this usuallyrain had turned this
On top of this rather complicated formula usually muddy section into a lake. The organthere was a 10% penalty for chains or snow izers were on the point of eliminating the
tires and a 10% penalty against ―mudders,‖ whole section when a die-hard insisted it was
cars especially prepared for this particularly passable, and proved it by sloshing through a
juicy work.
foot of water in his TR-3.
A mudder is simply an old car stripped of all This was the favourite spot for the spectators non-essentials, and is the world‘s cheapest it included two ―garages‖ and a steep hill,
competition car, running $20 and up. A small which had to be taken in reverse. There were
Austin or Prefect is ideal as a starting point. several very bad bumps under water. It was
First, the body is removed and the gas tank on one of these that a Morgan, a poor car for
replaced by a small tank up out of harm‘s way; this sort of thing, came to grief. The frame
then, to avoid water in the carburetor, the air flexed on a bump, both doors and the hood
intake is raised. The car usually has some sort flew open, and the ignition washed out.
of front fenders. The exhaust system ends at Dudley Wingfield of the SCC of BC put up the
the manifold and the electrical system is wa- most spectacular performance with his mudterproofed, as far as possible. Locked differ- der in Black Hole. He stormed through the
entials, are not allowed under SCC of BC water, raising a rooster tail like a Gold Cup

boat, and getting thoroughly soaked in the
process. As soon as he had changed into dry
clothes, he was asked to make a second untimed run for the TV cameras! Despite Wingfield‘s valiant efforts, least points went to D.
Graening of the VW Owners Club.
Nirvana, as Section IV was called, was relatively straightforward down a gulley, two turns
around pylons and back up the very steep hill
to the finish. A 1946 Ford broke a back axle
on this hill with a crack that could be heard all
over the gravel pit. This was the only serious
damage to any car. The rear-engined set continued their clean sweep, with two VW‘s and a
Porsche being tied for first place. A rerun
made Bill Stephens in the Porsche the winner.
The last section, dubbed Will Ye No Cum
Back Again? Was an acceleration test, combined with one extremely tight turn on the
level. N. Blithe in an MG-TD won here, the
only front-engined car to make best time on a
section.
The overall winner was Archie Kincaid in a
VW I. H. Purser (Fiat 600) was second and
Herb Storm (VW) was third.
This was the first mud run held in BC for over
a year. It was very well organized; the spectators had a free show and the competitors had
an enjoyable, if strenuous, day. The SCC of
British Columbia which intends to resume mud
runs as Westwood, could do worse than to
take this event as a model.

Mike Stout’s
Personal Sports Car

A reprint from Western Classics Vol. 1 Issue 9
Mike Stout enjoys sports cars and some of the
best were built in the late twenties and the thirties. At the beginning of this era an important
fact was realized about sports and racing car
design. Making them bigger which made them
heavier, didn't necessarily mean they would go
faster. Making them smaller and lighter with a
better power to weight ratio, not to mention less
mass for antiquated brakes to stop, is the formula for a fast car. One of the most successful
to use this design philosophy was Ettore
Bugatti. For a few years in the late twenties and
early thirties these automotive masterpieces
owned the tracks winning many Grand Prixs.
Many people still regard them as being the finest racing cars ever produced. Mike appreciated what Ettore Bugatti accomplished and
wanted the thrill of driving his own Bugatti. However, there is a bit of problem here because not
many were made, they hardly ever come up for
sale and when they do the price is astronomical.
Even more so if it has a distinguished racing
history. What to do? Well Mike figured he would
build his own as true to the spirit of Ettore's as
possible. Back in the seventies Mike had things
figured out and started assembling parts. The
running gear and chassis are from a TR-4.
Finned brake drums are from an early Healey
and wheels are MG TC. The windshield is from
a pre-war roadster found at a local wrecking
yard. The front of the chassis has been modified
to accept leaf springs and a beam axle just as
per original. The rest of the car is hand crafted
from metal and all proportions have been kept
as true as possible. Over the years Mike has
taken the car to a number of events and heard a
lot of comments. Some are good and some are
not but they are quite interesting. I'm sure those
horrible little kit car contraptions on Volkswagen
chassis which have tainted the word "replica"
haven't helped. However, Mike has done a fine
job and here are some of those interesting comments: "Boogatti, eh?" The big burly man in the
plaid shirt is looking at my car's radiator emblem. He does not read the printed sign on the
windshield which describes the car as a 1962
Triumph TR-4 with a home made Type 37A
body.
―Yes.‖
"Sounds foreign to me, was he Eyetalian?"
"Yes, Ettoire Bugatti worked for Mathis cars
before the first war, after that he went into producing the finest racing car of their time."
"Never heard of them neither." He said stalking
off, looking for something familiar. Maybe domestic.
A well dressed older woman for some reason is
staring at the rear wheels (19 inch MG TC).

"Didn't Isodore Duncan meet her death in a
Bugatti?"
"Yes. Her scarf caught on the rear wheel nut
and she was strangled to death."
"Amazing." Moving closer. "It wasn't this car,
was it?" She says hopefully.
"Well . . . . it might have been." Leading her on.
She moves closer still, half expecting to see
blood on the brake drums. The only clue might
be UNDO ..UNDO but only in English (This is
BC, after all.).
"Well I'll be damned." Moving away to level her
camera on my lurid exhibit and probably preparing a grisly story to tell her friends.
―Bloody replicas!" He glares down at me.
"Yes, but . . . ." I humbly reply.
"They shouldn't be allowed in a decent show
like this."
"No, but this really is a TR-4 in disguise." Trying
to humor him. He is not appeased and stomps
off looking for other prey.
Two sunburnt men discuss my solid front axle
(Shelby tubing, locally made). "There you are, I
knew it was a solid axle, that explains it." He
says to his companion, obviously his son (it was
Father's day). He turns to me. "I seen you
bouncing around them potholes when you came
in this morning. Reminds me of Prince Albert
when I was a boy." Wistfully, as if remembering
better days.
"Must be like riding a buckboard."
"Possibly, but I've never ridden in one."
His smile suggests that he's pleased with his
comparison and leaves leaning on his son's
arm.
Three young men approach, their smirks suggest that cars weren't uppermost on their minds.
The bolder one egged on by his buddies, looks
down at the large steering wheel and says "How
do you make out in a car like that?"
Trying to catch their mood I reply "Not too bad
for an old bugger."
"How fast will it go?" The youth asks.
"About 100 mph with a following wind."
"How many kilometers is that?"
"Nearly 380 per hour." I reply, trying to hide a
smile.
"Wow !" He stands back in awe, momentarily
forgetting his 47A cubic inch Whiz-Bang in the
parking lot.

"Was the rear end made out of one piece of
aluminum sheet?"
"I believe Bugatti did just that, but I modified a
1949 International Harvester truck hood. It happened to be the shape I wanted." I reply truthfully.
He stands back in disbelief thinking I'm some
sort of nut.
"With those twin SU's I'd recognize a Triumph 4banger anywhere."
"Yes, Bugatti was about the same size, just over
2 litres." I answer, imagining a gleaming, machine-turned aluminum block instead of my oily
ex-tractor motor.
"What's it worth?" He asks. I name an exorbitant
sum. He doesn't flinch – but doesn't reach for
his chequebook either.
A very attractive girl comes up to me. I'm glad
#1 daughter is elsewhere.
"Oooohh. What a lovely car, it must be fun to
ride in."
"Yes." I agree, twirling the ends of my nonexistent moustache.
"You wouldn't like to take me for a ride would
you?" A winning smile accompanies this and I
feel a glow within.
"Well, yes. I'd love to." Visions of long chestnut
hair streaming out in the warm afternoon air and
the envy in the eyes of older men like myself.
"Do you live in Vancouver?" I ask, planning a
more scenic route home now.
"Yes." Demurely.
"Then perhaps at 4 o'clock, when the show
closes." I say, not believing my luck. But at that
moment out of the corner of my eye I see husband lurking in the background and then I think
of # 1 daughter who came with me today and
who spent hours helping me prepare the car. I
can't leave her behind. I now see that husband
is no longer lurking in the background but has
become a definite presence and has also increased in stature.
He is now within hearing, when he says ―Come
on Susan, we've got to get the barbecue going
before it's too late."
Later as the crowds begin to thin I hear "You
lucky bastard!" He looks the car over briefly and
then without another word turns to go home,
leaving me indeed feeling like one. Yes, you
agree, but a damned devious one
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WESTWOOD
BY R. L. SIMPSON

Westwood opened its 1960 racing season
with a meet sponsored by Texaco and
advertised as the Texaco Grand Prix. A
field of 90 cars turned out in pouring rain
for the event, which had three hours TV
coverage on Canada's only coast to coast
network. With so many improvements
since last year, Westwood is definitely
getting a "big league" look about it. A gas
pump and compressor have been installed
at one end of the paddock, which is now
protected from the course by a guard rail.
The O'Keefe
Brewing Company, which has done so
much for the sport right across Canada,
paid for the guard rail and will have it
topped by a pit counter. All this, together
with the permanent timing stand and the
array of advertisements along the course,
has done much to dispel the rough-andready atmosphere the circuit had when it
was first opened.
Among the cars appearing at Westwood
was Jim Rattenbury's D-Jag which has
created much interest and given rise to
many strange ideas. Rattenbury bought
the car in 1957 and raced it that season in
its standard form. Although he realized that
such a car could never be at its best on the
short courses found in the Northwest, Rattenbury, a mechanical engineer by profession, decided to adapt the car to his needs
as far as possible. His main efforts were
directed toward eliminating most of the
under steer and reducing the wheel spin
when leaving corners.

To cut down the under steer Rattenbury
wanted to move some of the weight aft.
Originally the weight distribution was 1130
lb front and 1000 lb rear. First he moved
the 35-1b battery to the back. He considered moving the engine back a few inches,
but this would have been a very difficult
job. His solution was to move the front
wheels forward. He cut the frame just behind the suspension arms and added a 4in. section to each tube. This, with the
addition of the de Dion axle, brought the
weight distribution to 1080 lb front and
1110 lb rear.
The de Dion axle layout was chosen because it could easily be worked into the
existing frame, and still utilized the standard torsion bars and trailing links. Another advantage was that the rear roll centre could be raised simply by raising the
Watts linkage which locates the axle laterally. Rattenbury fabricated a de Dion tube
and mounted it forward and upward. He
chose a Halibrand centre section for its
light weight and easily changed ratios and
also because the driveshaft had to be
mounted low to clear the de Dion tube.
Axle and driveshaft torque is absorbed by
a section of Ford torque tube and an ―A"
frame bolted to the rear of the Halibrand
unit. The ―A‖ frame has to be removed to
change rear end ratios, but the torque tube
keeps everything in place while this is
being done.
The Halibrand centre section comes with a
Ford ring gear, and Rattenbury attached a
simple spool to this which is machined to
take the half shaft universal joints and the
discs for the inboard brakes. The hairpin at
Westwood is the only corner where the
resulting lack of differential action is appar-

ent. He made side covers for the centre
section of aluminum alloy with bosses to
mount the brake calipers. From the universal joints at the centre section, the halfshafts go to Packard "pot" joints mounted
–as far out as possible. The permissible
10.5 degrees deflection of the universal
joints allows a bump of 3 in. and a rebound
of 3 in., about the same as the original Dtype specification.
The engine is supercharged by a Marshall
Roots-type blower directly connected to
the crankshaft. The maximum boost is 3 lb.
Rattenbury "guesstimates" the blower
increases the power from the standard 250
hp to 300 hp and consumes 18 hp at the
maximum of 6000 revs. A Hilborn fuel
injection system shoots gas into the blower
and the mixture is then routed via a long
pipe into the log-type manifold. With the
ignition set to the factory recommended
timing there has been no sign of detonation.
Rattenbury's first objective in modifying
this car was to try out some of his ideas. In
this he has succeeded admirably: every
modification has been carried out in the
most proficient way. The improvement in
the car's handling is very noticeable, but it
still is a big car for a course such as Westwood. Rattenbury has had more success
on the longer circuits, but so far he hasn‘t
attained his main ambition, a race against
a standard D-Jag.

